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*****.These fourteen channels of knowledge wisdom are linked
up with Allah(S.w.T) so their knowledge is divine knowledge.
Even today their effects, such as Nehjul balaghah, speech of
Fatima(s.w.A) SAHEEFA E SAJJADIA, SAHEEFA E ALVIA frame
work of social, moral, etheticul, logical educational,
economical norms standards for humanity with which it can
put a curb restraint upon the various evils, vices unfortunate
catastrophes like war, famine, destruction, illiteracy, disease
annihilation. Humanity by curbing the ever growing
lawlessness, oppression can turn this. world full of misery into
a glorious heaven with all the thinkable possible comforts, joys,
fraternity felicitations. To sum up, the need of introducing
materializing the aspirations of the holy Prophet of Islam his
progeny, has grown multiply in this age. The need to translate,
propagate spread their mission of peace tranquility. So this
book is an effort towards this end. Although with its small
volume limited boundaries it can just be called a symbol
indicator for the researchers a guideline for them to proceed
ahead discover the genuine natural phenomenon of the
metaphysics the...
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schm eler-- Doyle Schm eler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin
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